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Great Blessing of the Waters by
Boris Kustodrevv

Dear Sisterhood,
I begin with a message from the Archangel Michael:

“More and more Soul groups are coming together on Earth, at this time.
Therefore, it is important for you to understand that a group of Souls will
consist of people who are at various stages of en-Lighten-ment, and each person
has gifts of varying degrees to contribute to the whole. Each group comes
together for specific reasons. Some have been and are being reunited with close
members of his/her Soul family in order to give and receive support. Many are
brought together because of group missions they have assumed. Time and time
again, while on your journey throughout the universe, you have answered a
clarion call to unite with a greatly diversified group of Souls in order to assume
an important mission at some future time and place. Some of you are fulfilling
more than one important mission during this special time on Earth. For others,
it is somewhat of a reward lifetime, whereby, seemingly novice initiates are being
supported and assisted by the more advanced members and are given the benefit
of the group's wisdom and Love/Light. Be assured that those dear Souls have
given the same service in the past, and at

a Soul level, they have already met the requirements of an initiate on the Path.
Possibly, they need only a little nurturing, training and assistance in order to
remember who they truly are. Some progress so swiftly that they are given a
Divine Dispensation of Love/Light so that they may quickly step into their true
roles as Self-masters, teachers and light bearers.”
Message from Grandmother Whitedeer:
Greetings Dearest Water Sisters and Brothers:
We are growing so fast-- I am spinning with the energy of it!
Our Sisterhood has taken on a life of her own!
We have peeked through the veil and have opened our hearts to the Spirit of
Healing of our Mother's Waters. We are part of the waters that flow, fall and run
through her. Guided by the Grandmother Moon and nourished by Grandfather Sun,
it is through the ceremonies and blessings, the dances, songs and prayers that we
give back to the source from which we began.
At this point the Sisterhood is still a wee-one. Let us grow together and be the UniVerse!

Message from the Full Moon Grandmother of February
“Your center-self holds the place of power as the water runs through us... The Same
as Your Earth Mother. Let us learn to give back to Our Earth and her elements.
Offer gifts of gratitude every day... for your breath... THE AIR ... for your warmth
and inner energy... THE FIRE ... for your fuel and nourishment ... THE GREEN
NATION FROM THE EARTH ... for the fluids that clean and sustains life ...THE
WATER!” ... AHO ...

Water Blessing Locations:
We are still compiling the exact locations and areas, as well as the directors and
facilitators for our water blessing ceremonies. We will list the coordinators and
exact locations on our website, waterblessings.org as soon as we get the pages
completed. Thank you for your patience.

World Prayers for Water Day…. May 18, 2010
Here are the State and City locations so far:
Alaska: Palmer – Arizona: Sedona, Cottonwood - Australia – California: Russian
River, Vacaville, Ukiah, Santa Monica, North CA. Headwaters of the Eel River, San
Diego – Colorado: Fort Collins, Head Waters of the Colorado -- France: Lourdes -Idaho -- Kentucky: Georgetown
New Jersey: Collingsworth -- New York: Pine Island, New York City — Oklahoma:
Ada -- Ohio: Hubbard – Oregon: Applegate, Bend, Ashland -- Texas, Houston —
Washington: Bellingham, Seattle = World Wide contact with Morning Star

Foundation =
Sisterhood Information:
I received an e-mail from one of our Sisters asking the questions
shown below.
I thought this is really good-- someone is thinking about the future of
our Sisterhood.
I appreciate your creative thoughts and comments.
They open the door for input and reflection for us to share within our
circle.
I have printed my responses to the email questions in different colors.
In re-reading this, some questions came to my mind about joining the
Sisterhood of Planetary Rites.
1) What is it? We are a dedicated group, united to help our Mother
Earth and Ourselves heal and by doing so, know the depths of our
inner selves..
2) What does one do to become a member? To become a member,

state that you wish to be included in our mailings and our Circle
information and that you are supportive of our World Wide efforts to
bring healing and blessing to the Planet’s Waters. In other words, to
become a member you will become a part of the many faceted jewels
within the crown.
3) What is the commitment? There is no commitment other than your
heart-felt desire to be a part of a Circle within a Circle....to know that
you are not alone.
A Sisterhood gives support in many ways. Your commitment is
within yourself!
(note : We are creating a Charter for our Sisterhood. If anyone can help
us with the words for a Charter or the Guidelines for our little hoop of
united hearts, please let us hear from you.)

We have just received confirmation that the Ancient Full Moon Water
Blessing will be hosted by The Bear Clan of Medicine Creek Métis, in
Laytonville, CA, on April 29th.
We will send out a flyer in a few weeks giving all of the details.
It is a true honor to be able to learn and teach these ceremonies that
are coming forward through the Grandmothers that have passed over.

Many Blessings and Honey in the Heart,
Grandmother Whitedeer.... See you in a circle of dreams!

